Return to Campus
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What do I need to know?
When do I need to wear my mask?
We all have to wear our masks, over our nose
and mouth, at all times in the classroom, during
passing, and anytime you are outside with less
than 6 feet between you and another person. If
you need a mask break during class ask your
teacher if you can take one BEFORE taking your
mask off. You can take your mask off to eat in the
cafeteria as long as you are seated and eating.
You may take it off outside if you are more than 6
feet away from anyone else.
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What happens if I take my mask oﬀ without
permission?
1st time: Warning + classroom consequence
2nd time: Warning + classroom consequence + call to
the counselor + call home
3rd time: Referral
If it is multiples times in a day you may have to be sent
home. Similar consequences are in place if it is
outside, too.
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How will we be checked-in and out each
day to make sure it is safe for us to be
here?
When you get to school your temperature will
be taken as you get off the bus, out of your
car, or as you walk on campus. If your
temperature is under 100.4 you will be given
a wristband that you must keep on all day to
show us that you have been checked. At the
end of the day the wristband will be removed
before you go home. If your temperature is
over 100.4 you will be sent to the health aid
to be checked again.
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How will we socially distance?
We need to maintain 6 feet distance between each
other whenever we can. If we cannot, then our masks
must be on. We must walk on the right side of the
sidewalks only and follow all posted signs. We also
need to keep our belongings to ourselves so we don’t
spread germs that way either. We have to be aware
of our surroundings and do our best to stay safe for
ourselves and each other.
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What are our classroom COVID rules and
procedures?
1. Masks on.
2. Come in through the correct door, sanitize your
hands, and use a Clorox wipe to clean your
desk and chair thoroughly.
3. No eating in class. You may lower your mask to
drink water but then put your masks back on.
4. If you need a mask break, ask your teacher for
permission and follow their mask break
directions.
5. If you need to go to the bathroom you must get
permission and then use the K building
restrooms. Sanitize you hands whenever you
enter the room, even if you just did.
6. Stay seated unless your teacher gives you
permission to get up. We need to limit
movement around the room and each other.

Do we really need to follow all these
rules?
YES! We are so excited to be able to
welcome you back to campus but
protecting everyone’s health is all of our
responsibilities and we take that job very
seriously. We know that wearing a mask
and socially distancing can be hard but
these are the best ways we can protect
each other. Please be respectful,
responsible and safe as always and show
everyone how Greenwaves spread aloha
and not germs!

